
With arrival of Phalgun, trees

are crowned with new, young

green glories and blooms of

bright shades. There is a

magical feeling about the ad-

vent of new everywhere. We

at Amity have also begun the

new session. With this new

beginning, listen carefully to

what nature has to tell us. It is empowering us

with energy and telling us that it’s time for

new beginning. It’s time to freshen and

brighten ourselves up. Like plants shed their

old leaves, so do we need to shed our old be-

liefs and perspectives and adopt new visions

and thoughts for self, family, organization, so-

ciety and nation. We need to paint the world

around us with the colours of cooperation,

care and compassion. 

Look at plants. They have shed all their old

leaves and grown the new, young leaves which

are reddish in tinge, so that birds and other

predators don’t eat them. Similarly, we also

need to guard ourselves and our new thoughts,

ideas and ambitions, against evil vices like re-

venge, jealousy, hatred, etc. We need to colour

our hearts and souls with tinge of love. Amity

universe is a big family with each member hav-

ing unique contour. Now there are new heights

to conquer, new skies to fly to, new depths to

explore, new records to make, new histories to

write, new victories to register. There is a whole

new chapter to be scripted with knowledge,

learning, innovation, passion and glory. I call

upon each and every flower of Amity universe,

to bloom vibrantly with new ideas and new am-

bitions to spread the fresh fragrance of Amity

Universe far and wide.G  T

Dr Amita Chauhan
Chairperson

Since time immemorial, India

has been enriching the world

with its immense knowledge

and wisdom. We are the most

complex, most colourful and

most diverse culture in the

world. We have been able to

preserve and uphold our rich

cultural heritage and values

amidst unprecedented challenges. With time,

many civilisations have faded into oblivion but

India has stood strong because it is endowed with

the ability to adapt, assimilate and accommodate.  

Western intellectuals like Mark Twain, Max

Mueller, Romain Rolland extolled India for its

deep knowledge, rich and varied culture and

unique philosophy of life. Mahatama Gandhi

rightly remarked, “ A nation’s culture resides in

the soul of its people.” Civilisations progress

and prosper only when people value their cul-

tural heritage and carry it forward. If the new

generation imbibes the cultural heritage of our

country with pride, then the sheen of competi-

tive and materialistic world cannot eclipse it.

Amity nurtures the next generation of young

minds based on this philosophy. Here modernity

blends with tradition in the most seamless way.

The Global Times, one of the pioneering initia-

tives of our honourable Chairperson too has

been taking this philosophy forward by honing

the journalistic skills of students for the past one

decade. The contest editions are a true celebra-

tion of literary genius, cultural awareness and

visionary thoughts of student reporters. This edi-

tion by AIS Mayur Vihar too is replete with

many innovative thoughts. I hope you enjoy

reading it. G  T

Dr Priyanka Mehta 
Principal AIS  MV
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“If doesn’t matter what’s wrong or right. Just
write it, just write it.”

Pakhi Dutta Roy, AIS MV, XII G, Page Editor6 Muse
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“The true alchemists do not
change lead into gold; they
change the world into words.”

-William H Gass

I
n this age of technological

innovations, when writing is

confined to texting, tweeting,

forwarding a readymade mes-

sage or responding through

emoticons, GT has kept the pas-

sion for thinking and writing

alive. In its decade old journey,

it has remained a happy newspa-

per pulsating with innovative

ideas and epochal

thoughts. At the same

time, it has ignited the

passion of being a jour-

nalist in young minds.

The contest editions will

always find special men-

tion in the annals of GT

history as these 12 pages

are not mere pages but a diverse

platform covering all vistas of

knowledge and expressions. They

empower the students to frame

opinion, tickle imagination, raise

questions, promote a cause, whip

up humour by adroitly

playing with words and

embellish them with a

blend of colours and il-

lustrate with graphics.  

In its tenth year, the GTi-

ians of Amity Mayur

Vihar have tried their

level best to prepare a

mishmash of interesting stories,

and thought provoking articles

and garnished them with wit, hu-

mour and colourful illustrations.

We hope you enjoy reading the

AIS MV edition 2017-18.

Archana Upadhyay
GT Coordinator

Anandi Sen, AIS MV, XI G

With my half closed eyes, I look down

My body isn’t brown anymore

It is an amalgamation of red and white

My blood oozes, expanding its existence

Engulfed in dust, my body is all shades of

Grey and silver, glittery sliver

I can feel the dust all over my body 

Shining under the radiant sunlight

But what good is this radiance 

When all we do is live under illusion of freedom

I lay dead on the street, lifeless 

My breath is silent, my body turning white

Yet I look at my hand, the same hand

Which I used to roll around my mother’s fingers

Which I used to hold her face with

But she’s gone, too far, and distant 

But I am going back to her

To those arms, to that smell

I have a clear image of my father

He lay lifeless under the rubbles 

Of the now dilapidated building

His white kurta dripping with blood 

His eyes wide open, dark and black

As if he took the darkness of my life away

Deprived of a home that I can call my own

A family that I can kiss goodnight to

How I miss school, my friends

Ruby promised me a pencil

Rehan asked for a Tolstoy’s book

If only I could

The war ravages 

Causing ghastly atrocities to innocents

Every second, a person is dying here

They go on to find more people like me

To kill them, rape them, annihilate them

What harm did we cause in Allah’s name?

The tanks pass by

Men with covered faces pass by

Those gruesome eyes

That abhorrent laughter

I feel a fire burning my soul

To slaughter each man there

I am dead, or I think I am, or would like to be

I don’t want to feel this anymore

Year by year, it goes on and on and on

Only when love for power 

Is overcome by the power of love

Can we hope to see peace

But not the peace in silence of the bombings

I seek the silence of the mind

I will take your leave now

And embark for a new destination

But what about him? And her? And them?

How long would they be a victim?

Mudit Aggarwal, AIS MV, XI A

T
here are those who say life is a game. Well, if

this is true, it has to be a game of chess. If

you look at it, what is life but a board, filled

with white and black boxes - good and bad. The

pieces represent qualities, virtues, and flaws. Here’s

how the game is starkly similar to life. 

Pawns
They form the first line of defence and are (usually)

the slowest pieces. However, during the end, the

support from pawns is what goes on to seal the win-

ner of the game.

Additional Skills. Although it may not seem like

anything that helps you in life, it is very well going

to be the deciding factor of what you make of it.

Much like the pawns, the skills we master can sup-

plement any quality.

Bishops
The board has two bishops; one on black, and the

other on white. They can provide unmatched de-

fence and offence, but only on their respective

coloured diagonals.

Experience. It is necessary to know what you can

and cannot do. Experience makes you unmatched at

some things, and gives you enough wisdom to un-

derstand if a particular thing is not your cup of tea.

Knights
The Knights sit in one place but can defend eight

squares simultaneously. They can jump over friendly

or hostile pieces, but cannot be blocked.

Self-confidence. It allows you to be unstoppable,

and tackle multiple issues, all at once. It also allows

you to ‘leap over’ hurdles, and not be blocked by

minor issues.  

Rooks
They start out in the corner of the board, surrounded

by pieces. They move only in straight lines, and are

an unstoppable force, if preserved well until the end.

Hard work. Keep working hard, and don’t deviate

from the end result. When the dust settles, you will

be the thing to be reckoned with.

Queen
The strongest piece on the board, it co-ordinates all

the pieces for either defence, or offence, and further

joins in for the situation.

Personal responsibility. It dictates what all you need

to do for a particular task, and how much resources

need to be spent on it. If needed, it also tells you to

go all in.

King 
The most important and vulnerable piece on the

board, moves one-step at a time. It absolutely has to

be protected.

Ideals. Your ideals should not be heavily influenced

by anyone, and should be your own. Never abandon

your ideals, and always keep them protected. 

As you inch ahead in life, remember to think before

you make your move, because every move and

every piece counts. One wrong move and it is check-

mate. No matter what the final outcome is, what

matters the most is what you learn from these 64

squares. G  T

One Black And White Tile At A Time

Life spa(w)n

The power of ten

Graphic: Mudit Aggarwal, AIS MV, XI A
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